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The U.S. Green Building Council (USGBC) is the nation’s foremost coalition of leaders from
across the building industry working to promote buildings that are environmentally responsible,
profitable, and healthy places to live and work. The core purpose of USGBC is:
To transform the way buildings are designed, built, and operated, enabling an
environmentally and socially responsible, healthy, and prosperous built environment
that improves the quality of life.
In order to further that purpose, USGBC developed the LEED™ (Leadership in Energy and
Environmental Design) Green Building Rating System™. The LEED Green Building Rating
System is a voluntary, consensus-based national standard for developing high-performance,
sustainable buildings. Members of the U.S. Green Building Council representing all segments
of the building industry developed LEED and continue to contribute to its evolution. A study by
the CoStar Group shows that “green buildings outperform traditional buildings in areas such as
occupancy, sale price and rental rates. The study shows that LEED certified buildings get
$11.24 more per square foot and have 3.8 percent higher occupancy rates. ENERGY STAR®
labeled buildings have a $2.38 rent premium and 3.6 percent higher occupancy. The study also
finds that ENERGY STAR labeled buildings sell for an average of a $61 per square foot more
than non-ENERGY STAR buildings while LEED certified buildings have a premium of $171 per
square foot.”1
Mitsubishi Electric HVAC, a corporate member of USGBC, is committed to helping those who
desire to achieve LEED certification through the use of our efficient HVAC equipment. The
CITY MULTI® VRF system, M-Series, and P-Series systems can help with LEED certification
under different versions of LEED. The following information lists how our system aligns with the
certification process based on the chosen path.
LEED for Homes
LEED for Homes was developed to help those in the industry reduce the environmental impact
of residential construction. Millions of new homes are constructed each year which leads to a
larger usage of both energy and water resources. Sustainable construction by this industry can
yield a lasting reduction on the carbon footprint of the residential sector.
LEED for Homes was developed to be applied to single family, multifamily, tract built, low
income, and modular residential construction. Major renovations of residential buildings can
also pursue LEED™ for Homes certification.
The P-Series and M-Series MXZ system can assist with LEED for Homes under the credits
listed below.
LEED for New Construction or Major Renovation
LEED for New Construction (NC) is the original path of LEED certification. It has evolved
through several versions and is now at version four, called LEED for Building Design and
Construction (LEED BD+C). LEED BD+C applies to the majority of new commercial buildings
constructed as well as major renovations of existing buildings. CITY MULTI® VRF equipment
is the primary Mitsubishi Electric HVAC product used for commercial construction. CITY
MULTI® VRF equipment can contribute to LEED BD+C v4 under the following credits.
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Energy & Atmosphere
Fundamental Commissioning and Verification Required
CITY MULTI® controls system assists building commissioning by allowing easy testing,
setting, and adjusting of the entire system. Mitsubishi Electric recommends the
commissioning of their systems. A properly designed, installed and commissioned
CITY MULTI® system receives an extended parts warranty of 5 years as opposed to the
1 year standard warranty.
Minimum Energy Performance Required
All buildings must be designed at a minimum to exceed the mandatory and prescriptive
or performance requirements of ASHRAE 90.1-2010. Several options are available to
meet the prerequisite. A whole building simulation that illustrates a savings over the
Appendix G baseline of 5% for new construction, 3% for major renovations, or 2% for
core and shell utilizing EnergyPro software is recommended. VRF equipment has
many energy saving features, further described under the Optimize Energy
Performance credit, which helps with meeting this prerequisite.
Fundamental Refrigerant Management Required
CITY MULTI® system uses R410A, which is a HFC based refrigerant, CFC free and has
no ozone depletion potential.
Optimize Energy Performance 1-20 points
CITY MULTI® systems utilize an Inverter Drive on the compressor and the outdoor fan
motor, variable refrigerant flow through the indoor units, simultaneous heating and
cooling operation, and an integrated control system allowing for scheduling of
equipment in each room to maximize energy performance. The system can be coupled
with the Lossnay® Energy Recovery Ventilator (ERV) to further reduce energy usage.
Building energy savings can be demonstrated by performing a building energy model
using the EnergyPro software available from EnergySoft, LLC. and comparing the
building design with a baseline building as defined by ASHRAE 90.1-2010. EnergyPro
has been approved by the USGBC as acceptable for Optimize Energy Performance
calculations.
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Indoor Environmental Quality
Minimum IAQ Performance Required
CITY MULTI® systems can often meet minimum outside air requirements through the
ventilation connections of our indoor units. In applications where more outside air is
required, and the indoor units capacity is exceeded, Mitsubishi Electric’s Lossnay® ERV
can bring in outside air by using the exhaust air from the building and transferring
energy and moisture to or from the outside air before delivering it to occupied zones. A
Lossnay® ERV can be fully integrated within the CITY MULTI® controls network. This
function allows the unit to be programmed based on occupancy. A Lossnay® ERV can
also be integrated with a CO2 sensor to energize the unit and or vary the airflow based
on CO2 levels within the space.
Enhanced Indoor Air Quality Strategies 1-2 points
Option 1, C – Filtration: Many CITY MULTI® indoor units can be installed with a MERV
13 filter. A design professional should be consulted to ensure that adequate static
pressure is available to provide desired airflow performance.
Option 2, B – Increased Ventilation: A Lossnay® ERV can be used to exchange a high
percentage of air, which when used with adequate air distribution from ducted units, can
increase the ventilation rates to 30% above the requirements of ASHRAE 62.1-2010.
Thermal Comfort 1 point
Mitsubishi Electric CITY MULTI® systems, when properly designed into a building,
provide temperature and humidity control in accordance with the ASHRAE 55-2010
guidelines. CITY MULTI® systems have the ability to be controlled by the occupant via
the wall-mounted remote controller that can be provided in every room, or centrally via
web-based control. The occupant has the ability to control airflow direction, fan speed
and temperature set points.
Acoustic Performance 1-2 points
CITY MULTI® systems are exceptionally quiet. The indoor and outdoor units are ideal
for applications where noise is a factor. The compressor of the outdoor unit is
compartmentalized and the fan blades are specially designed to reduce noise. An
acoustical design professional should be consulted to ensure proper acoustic design.
It is important to remember the LEED rating system is a measure of whole building
sustainability. In order to effectively pursue a LEED certification for any building, the entire
team (owner, architect, engineer, contractor, etc.) must work together to maximize potential.
No single equipment selection can assure any level of certification. A properly applied CITY
MULTI® VRF system and Lossnay® ERV, however, can assist in achieving many important
credits on the path to certification. Mitsubishi Electric HVAC has LEED Accredited
Professionals (LEED AP™ or LEED BD+C™) on staff to assist design professionals as they
pursue design of a LEED certified building.
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